YOUR MEETING YOUR WAY
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Hush acoustic office solutions
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HushMeet is an additional, independent space for your office. It allows you to conduct meetings in a comfortable and secure environment with advanced acoustic solutions. Additionally, the closed space provides a feeling of privacy which ensures that everyone within the HushMeet can feel at ease. The pod is an excellent alternative to small conference rooms and can be placed wherever you want!

HUSH MEET IS A PERFECT PLACE FOR:

PRIVATE MEETINGS
CREATIVE WORK
GROUP VIDEO CONFERENCES
HR INTERVIEWS

WHY IS THE HUSH MEET A UNIQUE OFFICE SOLUTION?

MOBILITY
You can move the pod without disassembly.

ACOUSTICS
The upholstery and double glazed door with acoustic film effectively absorbs sound.

DIMENSIONS
It occupies space needed for two standard workstations.

FACILITIES
HushMeet is an independent space powered by electricity, providing comfortable conditions during the meeting.
TECHNICAL FEATURES

1. Anti-collision door manifestation
2. Toughened acoustic glass with high quality handle
3. Door within the aluminium frame includes an acoustic seal
4. Acoustic lined fabric panels
5. Led ceiling light with dimmer
6. Ventilation system activated by a presence sensor
7. Option to hang a TV screen on the central panel
8. Independent, manual smooth lighting and ventilation rotary knobs
9. Power module (Power + USB + RJ45)
10. Two upholstered benches
11. Possibility to move without disassembly
12. Leveling feet

PRODUCT IS ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE S VERSION

HushMeet.S is the answer to the needs of smaller offices. It is designed for meetings in a group of two people.
Find out more by visiting our website. hushoffice.com

Experience Hush in your office before you commit.